
Rom Schaerer Eberle 

Andreas Schaerer – voice, human beats 
Martin Eberle – trumpet, fluegelhorn 
Peter Rom – guitar 
 

 
You would´t believe a Jazz Trio like this: Voice, Guitar and Trumpet. But with 
Rom-Schaerer-Eberle´s program you can´t help but be amazed. The 
compositions of these three musicians are full of wit and imagination. Swing, 
African Musc, Blues and even Hip-Hop can be identified but this 
instrumentation makes it all sound different. It is a furious cooperation: 
Schaerer is a vocalist of the first degree and a highly energetic performer, 
Eberle and Rom are his congenial companions, at times lyrical and 
performing with virtuosity at times percussive and explosive. Urs Gilgen 
 
 

Press: 

„...Peter Rom, Andreas Schaerer and Martin Eberle have developped a 
pandemonium of sounds an grooves – wrapped in sensual and unorthodox 
pieces. A potential Jazz-CD of the Year!“ Andreas Felber, Falter 10/2011 

“… The first group of the evening was responsible for neck-breaking 
turbulences, with a repertoire (of one exemption) stemming from the pen of 
multi-talented guitarist Peter Rom. With his cleverly arranged pieces he has 
pushed the envelope of the Trio formation, managing to create an impressive 
amount of excitement and variety of sound. Of course being supported by 
Andreas Schaerer, an exceptionally gifted full- throttle performer with 
seemingly endless vocal possibilities and Martin Eberle, an extremely 
expressive trumpet player who brilliantly used several mutes proved to be an 
additional benefit“ Tom Gsteiger 

„…Everything fell into place, breathy trumpetparts, in-your-face guitar riffs, 
or ballad parts with whispering voice. It is the contradictions of common 
ground, the skillful consolitated conflict, creating in turn a logical unity, which 
extinguishes this Trio… the Music sounded fascinating, accessible to 
everyone, demanding but never overcharging, it was great fun!  PW, Jazz´n 
More 

„...This colorful sound Extravaganza  is amazing and charming all along“ 
Der Landbote 10/2011 


